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have a look at
www.elephantparade.com/index.php/
cities/uk-national-tour/ to see if they
are coming to a town near you - they
are lovely and happy to see.

Now, no girl can go to one of the
shopping capitals of the world without
a brief visit to the shops and there
were plenty of them - so many de-
signer clothes shops. However the
one that caught my eye the most was
called the Paper Market in the Raffles
City Shopping Centre. It was dedi-
cated mostly to scrap booking and it
was quite overwhelming. There were
pull out partitions (like the wallpaper
panels we have here in DIY stores)
and each one had rows and rows of
different products which increased 
the storage capacity and array of
goods, it was difficult to take it all in!  

Today I had lunch with a work 
colleague and friend Tom, and met
his lovely wife Ness and their chil-
dren, Emily (6) and Logan (2). Taking 
a guess that Emily may be of an age
to start ‘creating’ I took over a bag of
goodies from my craft room, and sure
enough, she had much fun trying out
a few things. Method in my madness
too, in that I not only like sharing the
joy craft work brings, but need to cre-
ate some more space as I was thrilled
to learn this week of the new stock 
of Centura Pearl envelopes and dou-
ble sided paper and card. This and
Stardream are my favourite of all the
collections, but to have Centura Pearl
with these new additions is so excit-
ing, I can’t wait to use them. Off now
to put in that order! 

Best wishes

© Craft Creations Limited, 2014. This magazine was produced at Craft Creations Limited by Jenny Kearley, Jo Crouch, Christopher Crouch, Charlotte
Kearley, Natalie East, Paul Kearley and David Kearley. No part of this magazine may be reproduced or used in any other publication without prior written
permission from Craft Creations Limited. Great care has been taken to ensure the accuracy of the articles contained in this magazine, but Craft Creations
Limited cannot be held responsible for any mistakes or misprints. All trademarks and registered names acknowledged. We welcome contributions by
readers; letters, cards for the gallery, articles, projects, designer profiles, hints and tips, etc.

Jane Chiodini

This time last week I was in
Singapore teaching at an Inter-
national School Nurse confer-
ence. Delegates were attending
from all over SE Asia including China,
Malaysia, Borneo, Thailand, the Philip-
pines and of course Singapore. The
trip was one that was not only inter-
esting, but I also learned a lot about
the culture and customs of that part 
of the world and the work ethic in the
schools. Many of the nurses were ex
pats and some originated from the
UK, with four people at the meeting
from Glasgow alone - they were a
very friendly and receptive group, it
was a pleasure to be with them! 

I travelled with my husband and we
were only there for four nights, plus
two nights flying, a long journey of 
almost 14 hours so the jet lag is still
lingering! With temperatures of 30°C
plus and high humidity it was a stark
contrast to the 4°C we left at home in
London. We managed some sight-
seeing and spent an amazing after-
noon on the top of the Marina Bay
Sands SkyPark which houses the
world’s highest swimming pool. It
spans across the top of the resort’s
three hotel towers … and the view of
the many sights of the city were quite
incredible. 

On a visit to the Raffles Hotel we
saw a statue of an elephant in the
grounds, called Raffles Landing. This
was from the Elephant Parade in Sin-
gapore. I’ve mentioned the Elephant
Parade before when it was held in
London in 2010 as I had such fun vis-
iting many of them. Elephant parade 
is a charitable initiative where artists
decorate large sized elephant statues,
then they are then auctioned off to
raise money towards Asian elephant
conservation. 

In researching details of the one we
saw - I discovered a new set of ele-
phants are touring the UK right now,
ending up in London in July. Why not



Die-Cut Découpage
By The Craft Creations Team
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INTRODUCTION:

Use the layer hints to help make your découpage
(DCD) designs look really special. For those of
you who prefer toppers, try our stunning mixed
die-cut toppers (CDT545G & CDT022P). Both of
the topper sheets feature all three motorbikes.

James 200cc: DCD595, CDT545G & CDT022P
Découpage Layer Tips: 
Layer 2: On the back wheel, cut between the tyre and the under-
side of the mudguard for about 15mm, curve or glue the tip of 
the mudguard down.
Layer 3: On the front wheel, cut between the back of the tyre
and mudguard up to the brace and curve the black bit of mud-
guard down. Curve the tip of the back mudguard down.
Layer 4: Cut between the black part of the engine and the silver
on the right and curve the black down at the cut. Lightly fold the
red casing on the painted line, sticky fix in place and glue the top
of the back strut. Curve the back of the seat down. Curve both
sides of the mudguard down at the tips.
Layer 5: Curve all the edges of the tank down to give a nice
rounded shape. Glue the top of the exhaust, using sticky fixers
on the bend and the pedal.

Card 2 (DCD595): 
SL01U-44 Linen Cream.
Stick a 10mm strip of
mars stardream paper
(STD38PA5) across 
the card with a 40mm
wide strip of black card
(CRE05CA5) crossing 
it. The brads (BRD170)
go through the front
panel as well as the
black card. Layer 1 is
matted onto black card
before mounting. The
grandad wording is from
the découpage sheet
with black wording
stickers (XL513U-03). 

Card 1 (DCD595): SL01V-71 Value Cream. The medium Union
Jack (CPA076) is mounted diagonally across the card with
prego ribbon (MTR45-20) tied around the front panel. Layer 1 
is matted onto dark blue and white card before layering and
adding to the card. The wording banner (CDX021P) makes a
bold statement, also used is blue mirri card (MIR08CA5) and
small mixed colour gems (4mm GEM117 & 2mm GEM115).

Card 3 (CDT545G): SF02U-51 Hammer Blue. Bright and bub-
bly with large glitter card dots (GB05A5 red & GB11A5 blue) on
top of larger white offcut circles. The little stars are punched

(PPW201) from glitter board, complementing the red gems.
The motorbike panel is matted in place with a round word-
ing banner from the topper sheet sticky fixed to the right
and a blue birthday banner (CDX021P) to the left.
Card 4 (CDT022P): SF06U-27 Bright Blue. A one-flag wide
strip of paper (SR315P) is placed down the centre of the
card with white dotty bor-
ders (XL793U-08) each
side. The main design and
pastel wording banner
(CDX022P) are matted on
red mirri card (MIR06CA5).
Card 4 (CDT545G):
GFA26U-18 Deep Red. This
card looks very effective
with a small square topper
backed by a Union Jack.
The banners are from the
topper sheet too.
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Ariel Square Four: DCD593, CDT545G & CDT022P
Découpage Layer Tips: 
Layer 2: Cut between the back mudguard and the back of the tyre (you can
stop at the brace or cut through it, as it is on the next layer the cut will not
notice) and curve the mudguard down.
Layer 3: Cut between the top of the rear mudguard and the seat, from the
back to where it curves down, curve the mudguard down.
Layer 4: On the engine part, cut between the black casing and the pipe,
shape the black casing down. Cut between the other side of the pipe and
the fluted part of the engine, curve the pipe down at the cut. Curve the 
front and the top of the engine down, sticky fix and glue the top of the pipe.
Shape the tank and sticky fix in place adding a touch of glue at the front 
if needed. Cut along the top of the headlamp casing and curve the casing
nicely, glue at the tip.
Layer 5: Lightly fold the bit of headlamp bracket down, sticky fix in place
but do not use a fixer on the folded bit. Sticky fix the pedals and glue the
other end. Sticky fix the lower part of the exhausts, curving and gluing
where they meet the engine.
Card 1 (DCD593): DEC1U-19 Burgundy. The grey mulberry strip (M43A5) 
to the left of the card is 60mm wide. The flagpole is made from silver mirri
(MIR02CA5) and border stickers (XL170U-02). Curve the flag (SR315P)

between your fingers before
sticking it in place where it
touches the card. Add the
motorbike working from layer
2, so there is no background.
The banner (CDX023P) is
matted onto white card and
blue mirri card before sticky
fixing onto the card.

Card 2 (CDT022P): SF06U-17 Bt Red.
The antique red canvas card (CRC256P)
goes well with the Union Jack paper, the
edges are cut with deckled scissors.
Card 3 (CDT545G): SF08M-84 Crystal
White. Using the tyre border (CB039P)
with bold black arrows and pretty striped
card (CRC285P) makes a strong design.
Card 4 (DCD593): DEC1C-174 Dark Grey. The grey
(COL173CA5) and red (CRE01CA5) card work well with 
the motorbike design and with the grey banner (CDX023P).
Card 5 (DCD593): SF13U-35 Black. The card is half covered
with silver paper (STD01PA5), but with an edge of card still
showing all the way around. Layer 1 is matted onto grey card
(COL174CA5) then sticky fixed in place. The wording is made up
using stickers (XL563U-02, XL564U-02 and XL775U-02). 
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BSA Super Rocket: DCD594, CDT545G & CDT022P
Découpage Layer Tips: 
Layer 3: Cut between the back mudguard and seat, curve the
mudguard down. Cut between the petrol tank and seat and curve
the top of the seat down at the cut. Cut between the front tyre
and the little orange bit of mudguard, curve the mudguard down.
Don’t use a sticky pad behind the light or part of the forks so that
they can fall down to the previous layer.
Layer 4: Work on the back section first. Cut between the black
frame (at the front) and the engine, going from the top down
around the curve to the exhaust pipe, gently curve the engine
down at the cut. Sticky fix in place but do not use a pad on the
tank, glue at the top of the frame by the tank.
Layer 5: Cut between the tank and engine for a few millimetres
on each side and curve the engine down, curve the front of the
tank down, sticky fix in place and glue the end of the little black
bits in place. Curve and glue the top of the exhaust pipe. Glue
the narrow strut where it crosses the mudguard. Give the head-
light a nice curve before fixing in place.
Card 1 (DCD594): SF13C-137 Fresh Cream. The 100 x 120mm
panel of ash card (COL172CA4), has the edges darkened with a
black stamp pad or pen. Black ribbon (MTR20-85) is tied around
the panel and three spanner brads (BDR171) added before stick-
ing to the bottom left of the card. The grey banner (CDX023P) is
positioned so the right edge is upright. A 170mm square of onyx
paper (STD31PA4), is placed at the top left of the card at an
angle, with the design towards the bottom right as shown. Match
the angle of the panel with the angle of the banner before sticking
in place. Trim the top and left edge of the onyx panel to the card.

Card 5 (DCD594):
SF11U-18 Deep
Red. The medium
Union Jack (CPA076)
is stuck near the top
of the front panel
and trimmed to the
card edges. The 
top is trimmed with 
a stitch border
(ZL827U-41), and
the bottom with a
border from the
same sheet. The
bunting is triangles
of blue (CRE02CA5)
card placed next to
each other, topped
with stitch borders
and white letters. The découpage is worked onto the card from

layer 2 upwards so it doesn’t have a background.
Card 6 (CDT022P): TW26D-LF-015 Grey Duo Twist
Card. The small flag is stuck onto the front border of 
the card at an angle, then the panel is twisted over and
sticky fixed at the corner. The motorbike panel is mat-
ted onto white card and mounted onto the front panel.
Punched red stars and a red greeting finish the design.
You can add another motorbike panel (matted onto red
card looks good) to the inside front panel of the card.

Card 2 (DCD594):
DEC1U-18 Dp Red. 
The découpage is
trimmed so the bike
fits tightly into the
background. It’s
matted onto white
card, then onto red
and black with fancy
cut edges. Borders
(CB039P) are used
for the base and
pole, with hexagons
of card for the back-
ground and sign.
Card 3 (CDT022P):
SL01U-18 Deep Red. The background is part of the square
Union Jack (SR316P), then keeping the colour scheme going,
the white 40mm squares are wrapped with red, white and blue
ribbon (MTR45-00, -20 & -47). The lettering, gems, card panels
and tabs all follow the same colours too.
Card 4 (Tag) (DCD594): This little tag is hand cut, starting with
a piece of black card 62mm x 125mm, white ribbon (MTR45-00)
is tied around it then the small découpage panel is sticky fixed
on top. The corners of the card are cut and a hole punched in
the top to thread more ribbon through. When adding the motor-
bike layer, the left side is glued down.



Guitar Greetings
By Jenny Kearley
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

TO MAKE THE CARD:

Diagram 1 - Actual Size

1. Trace the guitar, then moving on to dia-
gram 2, re-align the guitar body and trace
the corner guide from that diagram. Lightly
tape the tracing to the centre panel of 
the card, align the corner mark on the
panel and transfer the lines. When cut-
ting the aperture, the tuning pegs are the
best place to start and these are best 
cut with an eyelet punch, leaving the slots
until later. Use a ruler to cut the neck and
head (still leaving the little slots), con-
tinue cutting around the body, then finally,
go back and cut the slots.

Cut a 25mm wide strip of 
all the stardream papers, cut-
ting more as necessary. Fold
over about 5mm along one
long edge on each strip.

2. Place the card face down
over the iris pattern and tape
in place. Using a fine gold
strip, place the folded edge
along the line of segment 1.
You are working face down
so the folded lip needs to
be on the top and the
neat, flat front facing
down. Place the strips
as shown trimming to
length as you go and
using little bits of clear
tape to hold them in
place. The strip ends
inside the shape must
overlap the point of the
strip on the previous layer.

Continue in this way, in numerical order and using
the relevant coloured strip for each segment as

shown. When placing the strips near the neck
of the guitar, keep the sticky tape away
from the aperture as you will be sliding the
fret board (long bronze neck) in later. 

Once all the segments are worked, re-
move the card from the diagram and check

the front of the work to make sure no seg-
ments are misplaced, re-work if necessary.

3. Cut two strips of silver mirri paper making
them about 8mm wide, stick them behind
the tuning peg apertures, aligning them
carefully so they don’t show inside the
head aperture. 

4. Take a 40mm long strip of copper
paper. Fold about 10mm over and
place it behind the head of the guitar,
aligning the folded edge with the 
narrow part of the neck and tape 
in place. Make the six holes shown.

5. Cut a strip of the bronze  paper to
115mm long. Slide this from the front, up

behind the neck and behind the head.

Stardream Paper: STD04PA5 Gold, STD29PA5
Bronze, STD05PA5 Copper, STD40PA5 Fine Gold
and STD20PA5 Antique Gold.

Silver Mirri Paper: MIR02PA5.

Peel-Off Stickers: XL500U-01 & 02 Borders,
XL774U-10 Gem Dots, XL587U-02 
Music and XL514U-02 Birthday.

Thread: MEM04 Silver.

Card Mount: 
DF01U-45 Hammer White.
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Diagram 2 - A
ctual Size

bridge from left to right. Add a black/silver gem dot
sticker over the top of each string on the head. 

Stick the card closed
then add the rock & roll

wording and musical
notes. Add a happy

birthday sticker to
the bottom right

corner.

6. Lightly mark the width of the neck aperture onto
the bronze strip where it joins the body (red and
green lines). Remove the strip from the guitar and
score lines from the red marks down to the bottom 
of the strip. Cut across each side on the green lines.

7. Cut away the hatched area each side of the centre
strip, angling the top cuts as shown. Fold the bottom
up behind the main part, then fold the side pieces
over it and stick firmly.

8. Use the narrowest silver lines to add the frets,
spacing them as shown. Trim neatly on the folded
part but leave them longer on the wider part of the
neck as the ends will be covered by the card. Insert
this back into place and tape securely on the back 
of the work. 

Add a medium gold line sticker at the join between
the head and neck to make the nut. Ensure the whole
design is firmly secured together on the back, I like 
to cover all the folds with tape, but leave the hole in
the centre free.

9. Cut a bridge from bronze paper using the diagram
for guidance, but start with a piece of paper 18mm
deep, then fold the top and bottom over and trim the
sides to the angle shown and pierce the six holes. 

Referring to the main photo, stick the bridge in
place below the sound hole then pierce right through

the folded guitar body at
each of the string holes
and add the gold strip.
Thread the needle with 
silver thread, bring it up
through hole ‘A’ in the
head, securing it firmly 
on the back of the work. 

10. Bring the thread
down the neck and
through the left hole
in the bridge, then
secure on the back.
Do the same for all
the strings working
from ‘B’ through to
‘F’ and across the
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Anniversary Quilling
By Hazel Lee
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Stardust Glitter Paper: STG03PA5 Cream/Gold.

3mm Ribbon: MTR39-25 Bordeaux.

Peel-Off Stickers: XL218U-01 Anniversary,
XL827U-01 Stitch Border, XL632U-01 Narrow 
Borders and ZL797U-41 Heart Corner.

3mm Quilling Paper: QP055: Green, Yellow and
Red (without a gold edge).

Gold Stamp Pad (or red paper with a gold edge).

8mm Flower Paper Punch.

Card Mount: SF03U-180 Linen Red.

TO MAKE THE CARD:

Cut a stardust panel 42mm wide by a little longer
than the card. Stick in place about 10mm from the
fold and trim to the card edges. Stick the narrow bor-
der shown along each side of the stardust panel and
add a stitch border across the top and bottom edges
of the front panel of the card. Tie a large bow and
stick it in place near the top of the panel.

Add the sticker wording down the right hand 
side, centring it within the space, and finish with 
a gold glitter heart corner placed 
as shown.

Make ten loose coils from 10cm
lengths of green paper, and pinch
at both ends to make eye shapes
for the leaves.

Make ten offset coils from red or red/gold paper,
using 15cm lengths for five and 20cm lengths for the
other five. Place each coil onto a cork mat or some-
thing similar, place a couple of pins to one side, just
outside the outer ring to hold it in place as shown. 

Dab some glue between the coils along
the line shown where they will touch, slip 
a pin into the centre of the coil and pull
towards the side with the two pins, then
push the pin into the cork mat, and allow
the glue to dry. Once dry, pinch each petal
at the offset side to make a large teardrop.
Rub the top of each petal against the gold
stamp pad if required. 

Assemble the flowers and leaves onto the glitter
panel on the card. Begin with the top flower, use 
the smaller red petals adding them in a circle with 
the pointed ends in. The centre of the flower is about
60mm from the top of the card. Add the four leaves,
tucking them into the top of the flower as shown.

Add the group of three leaves, overlapping the top
flower. Start the lower flower with the top petal over-
lapping the group of three leaves, then add the petal
to the right just touching them. 

Add the other petals leaving a small gap for 
the stems. Tuck the leaves around the left side of 

the flower. Make two stems 
by twirling the green paper
around a cocktail stick and
add into the gap.

Add two flower centres
punched from glitter paper.
Make two pegs from yellow
paper and add one to each 
of the flower centres.

This Ruby Anniversary quilling can be worked in
other colours to suit different anniversaries, gold or
silver for instance, just change the card mount, and
sticker wording to match.



Parchment Paper: TR003A4 x 2.

Colorset Paper: 
COL157PA5 Deep Orange.
Note: I made coloured paper by
using a natural sponge to stipple
acrylic paint onto water colour 
paper. This colorset paper is the
closest ‘ready made’ alternative.

White Card: REG02A5.

1 Round and 2 Teardrop Beads 
(for the butterfly Body).

White Stamens and Craft Wire.

Clear Accent Beads and Silver Gel Pen.

Mapping Pen and White Ink, or Gel Pen.

White Wax Candle.

Card Blank: SF10U-52 Popset White.

Whitework Designs
By Amanda Dray BA (Hons)
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

TO MAKE THE CARD:

Cut a piece of orange paper to 4mm
smaller than the card front and stick cen-
trally in place.

For the main card, place an A4 parch-
ment sheet over the diagram of the frilled
frame on the next page with the dotted fold
line in about the centre of the sheet, and the
other half going off the top of the page. Use
masking tape to keep it in place. Trace the
inner grid design and rectangular frames in
silver, and the outer frilled edges in white.
Mark the position of the dotted fold line 
outside the design area. 

Remove the parchment and twist it around
(don’t flip it) so the other half is over the 
diagram. Make sure it is aligned on the fold
using the marks made earlier, then trace just
the frilled edges in white as before. Remove
from the page.

Place the other sheet of parchment over
the diagram on the last page and trace the
rectangular frame in silver. Trace the outer

frilled edges, the butterfly wings and petals in white.
You will need to trace one of the petal layers twice to
make both flower heads with two layers (as I have),
you can also do three layers if you want, just trace

again for the extra ones.

Either trace the sentiment in
white, just as it is shown inside
the small frame, or if you need a
different sentiment, remove the
traced items from the page, and
position the small frilled frame
over your chosen wording. Trace
the wording in white, reposition-
ing the frame as needed. 

Place each piece face down
on an embossing mat. Lightly
rub the white candle over the
areas to be embossed (des-
cribed below), to enable the 
embossing tools to glide more
easily over the paper.

First, use a hockey embossing
tool, then the ball tools, to em-
boss all the folds of the frilled
edge that are facing towards 
the front (coloured pale blue).
Work from the outermost edge
of the frill inwards, releasing the
pressure on the tool as you go,
so that the edge is whiter, which
creates greater looking depth
and a more realistic appearance
to the finished piece. Once these

There are so many ways of combin-
ing these pretty daisies, frilled frames
and delicate butterflies that they are
sure to become a firm favourite.
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are done turn the paper over and emboss all the frills
that are facing to the back, in the same manner.

Emboss the flowers from the back using the small-
er ball tools, leaving two or three lines along each
petal un-embossed to resemble the little creases 
you get in real petals. Working from the back again,
emboss all of  the wings, except the parts that will be
cut out (shaded Orange).

Using the one and two needle tools, pierce be-
tween all the lines of the grid work pattern in the mid-
dle of the larger design, and the two sets of wings.
Then pierce around the outside of the
frills on both panels, on the butterfly
wings and on the flower petals.

Using scissors or snips, cut
out the paper between the grid
work pattern and the sections
of the wings, and then from
around the outside edge
of the frills, the petals
and the wings.

Score and fold the large frilled
grid work piece and secure to the card
using d/s tape at the back of the fold. 

Wrap a length of narrow ribbon
around the card about 18mm from 

the fold and secure with a little glue. Tie a separate
bow from the ribbon and add to the right hand side 
of the wrapped ribbon.

Glue the top set of butterfly wings to the bottom
set by the node in the centre only. For the butterfly
body, fold a stamen in half and loop the end of the
craft wire over the fold. Thread the beads onto 
the wire, the round one first, pushing it up over the
folded stamen so it is slightly inside the bead. Add 
a teardrop bead, narrow end down and then the 
second teardrop, narrow end up, gluing each one to
the next as you go. Trim the wire to the end of the
last bead once the glue between beads has dried.
Glue the body on top of the wings.

Arrange the sentiment panel on the card and glue
in place by the two corners that will be covered by
the flowers. Glue the butterfly in place, to the top left

of the card. Glue two or three sets of petals on
top of each other by the centres
only to make the flowers and
stick these over the corners of
the sentiment panel as shown.

Cut two circles of card about
8mm dia., cover the top with
glue and press into the accent
beads, leave to dry and repeat
the process until you have a

Actual Size
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Actual Size

rounded mound of beads for your flower centres.
Once they are dry, stick to the centre of the flowers.

The daisies make a very pretty card by themselves.
I have used a hand-painted background over copper

pearl card, the stem is made from ribbon and I have
added a little yellow to the flower centre.

The butterfly also looks lovely on it’s own to make
cards and/or place cards for a wedding or party.



TO MAKE THE CARD:

Rocking Horses
By Jean Brown
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Centura Card: CNT138CA5 Pink and
CNT110CA5 Snow White.

Peel Off Stickers: XL479U-02 Letters,
XL516U-02 Numbers, XL554U-08
Hearts, ZL474U-50 Balloons and
XL170U-02 Scrolls (similar).

3mm Ribbon: MTR39-10 Rose.

Gems: GEM71 4mm Pink, GEM76
4mm Black and GEM59 3mm Silver.

Card Mount: DEC1C-116 Centura 
Pearl Black.

Trace all the pieces from the diagram including 
the embossing lines on the saddle, rocker and horse,
the lines in the mane are just to show the cutting for
later. Transfer the shapes to the relevant colour card,
cut out then emboss the pieces on the lines. Cut
along the dotted line at the horse’s head/neck. 

Using the blue lines to guide you, stick a length 
of ribbon from the lower blue line to the ear. Add an-
other around the jaw (lower line), fastening it on the
back with tape or glue so the front is slightly raised. 

Cut a 200mm piece of ribbon and attach at the
back of the forehead where shown (higher horizontal
blue line), bring it around to the front of the head and
stick it down where it crosses over the upright piece,
make the loose reins by folding the other end around
to the back of the horse, leave a good sized loop and
fix the end at the back, trim the end if needed.

Attach a small loop of ribbon to the bottom of the
saddle (on the back) so it hangs like a stirrup. 

Using the photo as a guide, place the saddle onto
the horse and sticky fix in place. Cut a ‘fringe’ in the
mane as shown and glue it onto the horse, just over-
lapping the end of the saddle. 

Position the horse and the rocker on the card.
Once you’re happy with the position, sticky fix the
rocker in place then sticky fix the horse in place leav-
ing the hooves loose over the rocker.

Add the balloons, arranging them so the strings 
go behind the end of the saddle. Place the greeting
down the sides of the card as shown, then create 
a border between them using alternate gems and
hearts around the top, bottom and sides of the card.

Add the details to the rocker using any pattern of
gems and swirls. Fix gems to the saddle between the

embossed line and the edge. Add a gem
on the two crossover points on the reins,
and one on the stirrup. Use one black gem
for the horse’s eye and add the child’s
birthday number onto the saddle.

VARIATIONS:

Left: Using the same diagram (flipped 
over) this horse is made with colorset
browns (COL152CA5 & COL153CA5). 
The A4 base card (CRC007P) is folded in
half and partially covered by a panel of
pale blue paper (SR085P). Stitch borders
(XL827U-01) are used to cover the join 
between the paper and card. The letters
are XL823U-01 and XL824U-01 and the
Fleur de Lys is XL659U-01. This design
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Actual Size

Alternative Mane & Tail - Actual Size

uses the alternative mane and tail (below right) for a
softer, flowing look. These pieces are cut from ivory
textura card (TEX02CA5). 

When the alternative tail is put in place, part of the
old tail will still show, just trim it away as needed, but
do leave enough to stick the new tail firmly onto. The
hooves are cut from the same ivory card as before
and stuck on top of the brown hooves. Pencil is used
instead of embossing for the lines on this horse to
give them a bit more substance. 

The sticker swirls on the rocker and saddle are
taken from XL807U-01, and the short piece of dotty
border over the reins is from XL793U-01. 

Below Left: This red/brown version uses a similar
style mane and tail as the first but with snipping down
the sides as well. The tail is cut separately and sticky
fixed behind the horse for more separation.The horse
has a dark body (CNT134CA5), with a red rocker and
saddle (CNT107CA5) and black hair (CNT116CA5).
The gems and stickers are coloured using Lumocolor

pens (LUM01). Red ribbon (MTR39-20) is
used for the reins and stirrup and the card
blank is DEC1C-110 Snow White.   



Train Of Thought
By Barbara Parker
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Coloured Paper: COLSPA5 
Colorset Sample Set.

Card: CEM04A4 Linen Cream.

Peel-Off Stickers: 
XL336U-03 Trains (x2 sheets),
XL337U-03 Tracks (x2 sheets),
XL774U-10 Gem Dots and 
XL703U-03 Narrow Borders. 

Promarker Pens.

Punch: PPU239 Corner Rounder.

Card Mount: SF12U-44 Cream.

TO MAKE THE CARD:

Begin with the train track around the edge of the
card. Stick a curved track sticker in each corner with
the sleepers touching the straight edges of the card. 

Fit the straight track in between these, again with
the sleepers touching the edge of the card and join-
ing them neatly to each other as you go. You may
need to trim one at the end to make it fit nicely.

Trace the letters from the diagrams, transfer to the
different coloured paper as shown and cut them out.
You will notice I’ve only shown one of each letter, 
so you will need another “P, H, A & Y’ in the other
colours shown on the card.

Add the track stickers over the paper letters. For
‘A’ and ‘Y’, place the shaped track sections first, then
use straight track to extend them. For the curved
shapes, use the corner stickers, join and match them
up to fit the letters then add the straight track to fin-
ish them off. You may need to do a little trimming of

the tracks here and there on some of the letters to
get them to fit perfectly and look good.

Cut a strip of linen card to 45mm x 275mm. Add
the narrow black border shown, around the edges of
this panel with the little ‘stubs’ touching the edges 
of the panel (see actual size pictures below). 

Add a train and carriages along the length of the
strip about 5mm from the bottom edge. Place the en-
gine first, you will need to put it in the same position
as mine (bottom photo), near the right hand border,

so the last carriage will
have a similar gap from 
the left border (photo left). 

Match the track neatly
between each one and cut
the engine from the cab to
make a guard’s van (left). 

Add the puffs of steam
above the train, starting at
the engine so you place
them at the right height.

A bright and colourful way to
send a birthday greeting, sure to
please any young train enthusiast.

Actual Size
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Actual Size

Colour the train, carriages and puffs of smoke
using pro-markers, these tend to ‘bleed through’ to
the back of the card, which is why I put them on a
separate panel, it also makes it much easier to place
the border neatly.

Colour the edges of the gem dots with pro-markers
to match the colour of the engine and each carriage.
Add these coloured gem dots over the top of each of
the train wheels.

Trim the corners of the card to fit the track using a
corner rounder, or cut them neatly by hand. Stick the
train panel to the bottom part of the card as shown. 

Place the coloured track letters into
the blank space above the train panel,
twisting them to different angles, then
stick them in place when you are
happy with the layout.

Cut the card strip (CEM03A4) for the train to the
same width as the card and 45mm deep. Add a 5mm
wide strip of black paper along one long edge and
run a black sticker line along each edge of the paper.
Sticky fix this to the card 32mm from the bottom
edge, covering the top of the viaduct paper. Run the
track around the edges of the card, bumping up over
the strip as shown, and running along the top of the
black edge. 

If you need more arches (for a longer name) you
will need a smaller hole punch, and to get enough
height to the viaduct you will need to trim down the
side of each punched hole to remove the lower curve.

VARIATION:

This card (SF12U-43 Linen White)
has the train crossing a viaduct, with
letters of the recipients name in each
of the arches, but other than that it’s
quite similar to the main card. 

To make the viaduct piece, punch
(PPW004) evenly along the length of a
sheet of black paper (CRE05PA4). Trim
the strip along the centre of the holes
so they have the appearance of a row
of arches and stick to the front panel. 



Cute As A Button
By Shelley Glover
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

6” x 6” Paper Pack: PK720 XOXO.

Card: CEM03A5 Linen White and STD35CA5
Stardream Azalea.

Peel Off Stickers: XL624U-02 Baby Words,
XL823U-02 & XL824U-02 Letters, ZL829U-42
Satin Ribbon, ZL828U-40 Stitch and Sew,
ZL826U-40 Birds and Bunting.

Deep Pink Thread.

Card Mount: TW06U-43 Linen White Corner Twist.

TO MAKE THE CARD:

Twist the front panel of the card down and use two
large sticky fixer pads, one on top of the other, under
the corner to hold it in place while adding depth.

Run a satin ribbon border down the left hand side
of the card midway between the fold and the panel
edge, and another across the bottom using the same
spacing. Add a small pink button sticker on top
where they cross over. Stick two lengths of bunting
across the top right corner of the back panel as
shown adding the baby girl wording in between them.

Cut an 84mm square of azalea card and an 80mm
square of linen white card. Matt these together and
sticky fix centrally over the twisted panel on the front
of the card, adding the lettering below. 

Choose pink paper buttons in different sizes from
the sheet, you will need five or six in total, all neatly
cut out. Thread the needle with deep pink thread and
stitch across the centre of each button, knotting the
thread on the back, or leave them plain for now and
use sticker pieces (ZL827U-40) later.

Choose eight or nine sticker buttons in different
sizes. Add the paper and sticker buttons onto the
panel, sticking some down flat, and sticky fixing the
others so you have a variety of depths. If you didn’t
stitch them first, add snipped pieces of the sticker
border to look like threads.

Make a pram to decorate the front panel inside the
card. Cut or punch a 50mm circle of azalea card. Cut
in from the right side to the cen-
tre then fold the quarter circle
forward over the left part. Sticky
fix the folded piece to make a
hood and add the decorative bor-
der. Sticky fix the button wheels
in place and use thread or stick-
ers for the button stitches.

BLUE CARD:

This design uses a duo card (TW26D-LF-013 blue,
or TW26D-LF-011 pink). Twist the panel over and
sticky fix in place as before. Use silver (MIR02CA5)
and white card for the top panel. Add a blue stitch
border (ZL827U-47) next to the fold line, then add the
wording and lettering. Add all the buttons as before,
stitching the paper ones or using the blue border.



Camper Van
By Christine Robinson
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Creative Papers: 
SR260P Cream Canvas, SR292P Red Tartan, 
SR298P Red Weave, SR299P Green Weave. 

Card: CRE05CA4 Black Card.

Peel-Off Stickers: XL813U-03 Letters.

Card Mount: SF13U-35 Creative Cover Black.

TO MAKE THE CARD:

Begin with the background, cut a 164mm square 
of tartan paper, a 154mm square of black card and a
150mm square of green weave paper.

Matt the three squares together, in size order with
the smallest on top and stick centrally onto the front
of the card. Put this aside for later.

Trace all the main coloured pieces and 
the wheels from the diagram. The red

body of the car should go behind
the other pieces to give a good
amount of overlap, see the dark
red lines. The tyres also need a
bit of overlap, see the narrow
black lines.

Transfer the pieces to the
relevant coloured card then
cut them out. Stick them onto
black card and cut around to
leave a narrow edge showing,
this looks good if it’s a little
uneven. 

Assemble the pieces onto
the background on the card
prepared earlier. Cut a 2mm
wide strip of black card and
trim to make the wiper blades,
cutting the ends to the correct
angle as shown.

Add the lettering onto the
number plate. Roughly cut 
two circles for the headlights

or punch them neatly if you 
prefer. If you are using
stickers for the ‘VW’ logo,
stick them onto cream

paper, then cut a rough cir-
cle around them, it may end

up as more of an oval like mine.



Twisted Tag Ties
By Sue Dyke
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Creative Paper: SR197P Grey Dotty.

Card: CRE05CA5 Black Creative Cover and
CEM03A5 Linen White.

Peel-Off Stickers: XL408U-03 Happy Birthday,
XL050U-02 Hearts & Stars and
ZL729U-53 3mm Dots.

Fine Black Pen.

Card Mount: SF06U-43 Linen White.

TO MAKE THE CARD:

Cut a 40mm wide strip off the right hand edge of
the front panel of the card then stick a 40mm wide

strip of grey dotty paper to the right hand edge of the
back panel, this will show when the card is folded. 

Cut a long strip of grey dotty paper about 5mm
wide, making sure the row of dots runs neatly down
the centre of the strip. Stick the strip down the front
panel about 6mm from the fold, then across the 
bottom about 6mm from the edge, trimming both
neatly to the card edges.

If you are going to be making a few cards, it’s a
good idea to trace then transfer the shapes to stiff
card using this first one as a template to draw around
rather than tracing off the diagram each time. 

Trace the tag and the tie shape inside it from the
diagram and transfer to a piece of linen white card.
Cut out along the tag lines, and carefully cut the tie
shape from inside the tag to make an aperture. If you
are making more than one card, draw around this
template onto another piece of linen white card (or
the type of card needed as many times as required)
and cut out. 

Cut a piece of grey dotty paper to 40 x 105mm to
fit behind the tie aperture, you may need to trim the
top corners to an angle so they don’t show. Stick 
in place behind the opening. Then on the back, run a
line of tape or glue around the edge of the white tag
and add a couple of small sticky fixers in the middle
behind the tie, keeping them below the indent at
the ‘neck’. Stick this tag onto a piece of black card
then cut around to leave a narrow black edge. 

Great for a birthday or for Father’s Day, these ‘tag
ties’ are easy to make and even easier to adapt with
different papers and colours. They make excellent 
gift tags too, lots of possibilities!
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VARIATIONS:

Red & Grey Card: The tartan and weave papers
complement each other and give a co-ordinated look
to the design. This design uses two different greys
(SR302P & SR296P) and a striking red (COL160CA5)
for the tie to make it stand out. This time the red card
is stuck directly onto the front panel of the card, 
then the tag is sticky fixed in place to give good 
separation between the two.

Blue Tartan Card: The tartan (SR294P) is combined
with cream card (CVS02CA5) giving a fresh and bold
look. Cut a 38mm strip from the front panel then cut 
a 27mm wide strip of blue tartan with a yellow line at
both sides. Stick this to the back panel 6mm in from
the edge, making sure the horizontal yellow bands
are spaced evenly top and bottom, add the wording
(ZL560U-81). Cover the front panel with tartan paper
leaving about 1mm of cream card showing at the
right edge, this piece should also have a yellow line
at both sides and the horizontal pattern should line

up with the pattern on 
the strip. Make a tag

from the cream card
and use a pen to

draw both the
stitch lines.

Grey Stripe:
Both the papers
used on this card
(SF03U-43) are
from the Make 
& Mend pack
(PK722). Cover
the front panel
with patterned
paper and make
a tag without an
aperture. Cut out
a tie and an extra
‘knot’, matt them
together, curve
slightly then
sticky fix onto
the tag. Add the
Happy Birthday
words (XL705U). 

Use a 36mm long piece of the 5mm wide grey strip
cut earlier, fold in half to make a loop at the top of the
tag and stick in place with one end at the back. Draw
a row of stitches around the tie aperture and add a
sticker dot at each point of the tag. Stick this to the
card at an angle as shown in the picture. Add the
wording along the edge keeping the angle the same
and add two hearts to the top left corner of the card.

Make a square fold-down panel for the side of the
back panel, cut a piece of white card to 32 x 65mm,
score in the centre and fold in half. Stick this to the
grey part of the back panel, with the fold at the bot-
tom and placing so the top corner is just under the
shirt tag when the card is closed. Cut a 28mm square
of grey paper and stick to the front of the flap.

Stick a large and small present, from the wording
sticker sheet, to grey dotty paper and cut out. Stick
these inside the little flap (not shown) and add dots
and hearts to the front as shown.



Stationery Wallet
By Debbie Brothwood
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Paper: T06A5 Terrazzo Turquoise x 2.

White Wool or String.

Handmade Paper HND01A4 White.

Envelopes: ENV25 x 4 (or more).

Standard Hole Punch: 

TO MAKE THE CARD:

Glue two sheets of terrazzo paper to-
gether back-to-back and allow to dry. 

1. Place this double thick terrazzo sheet
as shown and cut 35mm from the bottom edge.

2. Fold the bottom and both sides 13mm from the
edges as shown. Mitre the bottom corners for a neat
and less bulky finish. Glue the folded strips in place
leaving about 20mm at the top of the two sides un-
stuck for now.

3a (picture on next page). Fold the paper in half
along the centre (black dotted line).

3b. Measure and mark 90mm (45mm each side of 
the fold line) across the centre at 34mm down from
the top edge of the paper.

3c. Mark from each end of the 90mm line to the point
where the inner folded edge of paper sits at each
side, then trim off along the line to remove the top
‘dip’ of paper as shown.

3d. Cut 13mm down from each end of the 90mm 
line then fold this top edge and the two sloping side
edges over. Stick the lower one down then mitre the
top corners of the two angled sides and the two up-
right ends to make a neat join. Stick these sides and
the two ends down now.

3e. Measure 72mm down from the very top pointed
corners and fold along this line. Measure 45mm 

up from the bottom edge of the
paper, and fold (not shown). The
wallet will now look like step ‘4’
(below), but without the string.

4. Measure 40mm down from the
top at each side and, holding the
edges firmly in line, punch a hole
at each mark through all the lay-
ers. Measure and mark 37mm up

1

This ever-so-pretty stationery wallet 
is very soft and tactile. Perfect for small
notes to send in the post to a grand-
parent, or from grandma to a much loved
grandchild.

2

4
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from the bottom edge, hold firmly in line and punch a
hole each side going through all layers as before. The
string is not added until later.

5. Cut the white handmade paper into quarters and
fold each in half. Stack them one inside the other 
as shown and tuck them into the right hand side of
the wallet. 

6. Make a little stack of envelopes (at least four to
match the papers) and use the spare strip of terrazzo
paper that was cut off at step ‘1’ to make a 20mm
wide band. Cut to length with about 20mm overlap
and glue together making sure it is just loose enough
to slip the first envelope out easily. 

You can use some soft string or wool to keep the
wallet securely closed. I’ve plaited some white wool
to give it a little more body. Either way, you will need
to finish with two 50cm lengths of wool or string,
both with a knot at each end.

Tie one length of wool around the envelopes over
the coloured band and make a nice big bow, if you

6

need to trim the ends, knot them in the new position
first, then cut so they don’t come unravelled. Slip
these bundled envelopes into the left hand pocket of
the wallet.

Looking back at picture ‘4’, thread the wallet with
wool or string as shown. Bring one end of the string
in through the top left hole from the outside of the
wallet. Take it across the top pocket and back out 
at the top right. Bring the same end in through the
lower right hole, across the pocket and back out at
the lower left.

With the wallet laid out flat, and the wool lying
loosely across it, the knotted ends of the wool should
be just through the two left hand holes. If your lower
end is too long, tie a new knot then trim the end.

7. Use the last little bit of the offcut strip to make a
small tag. Trim the piece to about 20mm wide and
45mm long and punch a hole at one end. Trim the
two corners next to the hole to make the tag top.

Fold the wallet, pulling the string through evenly as
you fold. Slip the tag onto one string

and tie in a pretty
bow.

3a

3b

3c

3d

3e

5

7



Consulting Detective
By Charlotte Kearley
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Creative Papers: SR259P Ivory Canvas, 
SR260P Cream Canvas, SR280P Vine Flowers. 

Creative Card: CRC259P Ivory Canvas and
CRC291P Brown Tartan.

Paper: CRE5PA5 Black .

Ribbon: MTR20-85 Black 12mm Texture .

Gems: GEM80 4mm Gold.

Peel-Off Stickers: 
XL304U-01 and XL824U-01 Letters.

TO MAKE THE CARD:

Score and fold the ivory canvas card in half to
make the card mount. 

Cut the vine paper to 150mm wide x 210mm, place
a ruler about 120mm from the left edge and tear the
right hand edge away to leave a panel about 125mm
wide. Don’t tear along the ruler but use it to prevent
the tear spreading too far to the left. Stick this to the
front panel with the straight edge along the fold. 

Trace Holmes from the diagram (or draw freehand
if you want a different Holmes). Transfer to black
paper and cut out. Cut a 102mm x 134mm panel from
ivory canvas paper, and a panel of cream canvas
paper to 106mm x 138mm. Matt them together and

stick the silhouette centrally on top, then mount the
complete panel onto the card 10mm in from the top
edge and 10mm from the fold.

Transfer the deerstalker outline and the inner 
piece (separately) onto brown tartan. Stick the inner
piece onto black paper and cut around it so all the
edges, except the bottom, have a 2mm black border. 

Attach the flap using sticky fixers along
the centre (dotted line) and glue at the top
and bottom edges. Cut a 120mm length
of black ribbon,
fold in half
along the
length
and

These simple cards are the perfect way to delight
fans of the very popular Sherlock Holmes stories. The
silhouettes can easily be changed to encompass any
incarnation of Holmes.

Actual Size
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Pipe Card: Much like the first card, this old-style alternative uses
the same colours and offcuts from the card and papers used for
the main card. The printed card sheet is cut in half before scoring
and folding to make a smaller card mount.
Two of the corners (XL768U-03) have the
bottom curls trimmed off before using and
the greeting is XL514U-01. 

Below: For a more modern alternative, created in
much the same way as the previous cards, this uses
deeper colours and a less iconic, though equally
recognisable, silhouette. The grey card mount is SF01C-
174. The panel is mounted onto vine papers (SR246P &
SR248P). The torn paper background (CDP015S) was
done without a ruler. 

Right: Using the cipher from The Adventure Of The
Dancing Men, this simply says Happy Birthday. The
right recipient will know how to decode this.

VARIATIONS:

stick it to make it narrower. Tie into a half bow (as shown) and stick to
the top of the hat, trimming the ends as necessary.

Make an ivory panel for the wording 20mm x 80mm, with a 24mm x
84mm cream panel behind. Use the lettering to make the greeting and
stick the panel onto the card below the main panel, as shown. 

Add the deerstalker, overlapping both panels and sticky fix in
place. Add three gems to the top left of the main panel. I made
the swags from black paper using an old paper punch, but
sticker swags (XL769U-03) would make a good alternative if
you don’t have a suitable punch.

Actual Size

Below: An up-to-date Sherlock reference from the
new TV series, combined with the popular ‘mous-
tache’ phenomenom, this card is sure to please.



TO MAKE THE CARD:

Fantasy Fimo
By Jenny Kearley
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

We won’t be going into how to make the
Fimo models, if you want to make the cards
you will need to adapt the instructions
yourself, using these photos as a guide.

For the knight’s background, cut a
piece of meadow paper to 100mm
deep and the width of the card. Stick 
it to the card front aligning the bottom
edges. Cut a piece of black paper to
the same width and 45mm deep,
and stick it to the top of the card. 

Cut some stones from grey
weave paper using the photo to
guide you (my largest ones are
about 20mm x 25mm), then stick them onto the black
paper leaving a 40mm wide strip in the centre.

Cut a piece of veneer paper 50mm x 75mm with
the grain going down the strip. 

Use a pen to draw on
some planks and nails,
then stick it in place
and add the
chains to
make a draw-
bridge.

Make a
flattened
knight with a flag as shown. Add
some sticker lines on the flag and
a sticker number for the child’s
age. Stick onto the card using
strong glue and add a birthday
greeting below.

The princess (FMK43) card
(TF10U-52) has a very simple background of dotty
duo paper (CDP011S), to echo the dots on the dress. 

The birthday sticker is ZL795U-42 and the glitter
lines are ZL633U-42. The large number is ZL405U-50
with pink letters ZL758U-50. Sprinkle stars and dots
down from the top and add a message below the
princess using XL564U-02.

These lovely Fimo modelling kits, with step-by-
step pictorial instructions (see below) are the perfect
way to keep your little ones entertained for an hour 
or two. There is plenty of Fimo in the kit to make
some of the other items shown (without instructions).
I thought they would make lovely cards as well, so
I’ve made ‘flattened’ versions of the figures for these.

Fimo Kit: FMK46 Knights.

Creative Papers: SR302P Grey Weave, 
SR053P Buttercup Meadow and SR252P Veneer. 

Black Paper: CRE05PA5 and a Cocktail Stick.

Peel-Off Stickers: XL170U-02 Chains, 
XL171U-02 Lines, XL020U-02 11mm Numbers
and XL513U-03 Birthday.

Card Mount: SF06U-30 Smooth White.



Rainbow Silhouettes
By Debbie Brown
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Rainbow Board: PK474 Mixed Rainbow Sheets.

Card: CRE05CA4 Creative Cover Black and
REG02A5 Smooth White.

Tracedown Paper: TDW06 Yellow (optional).

Gems: GEM59 3mm Silver.

Card Mount: AP02U-35 Creative Cover Black.

TO MAKE THE CARD:

Trace the silhouette shapes from the diagram. Use
yellow tracedown paper to transfer the lines onto the
black card so it visible, or indent using an embossing
tool, then cut the shapes out. Trace the moon onto
white card and cut out or use a large circle punch
(PPW607 is about the right size).

Matt the rainbow board centrally onto the back
panel of the card (make sure the rainbow is the right
way up) as it shows through the aperture when the
card is closed. Stick the front panel firmly down. 

Place the silhouettes and moon on the card using
the photos as a guide then stick them in place. For
added depth, use sticky fixers to mount the lower
dolphin, and (on the mushroom card) do the same
with the grass and mushroom caps.

To finish, embellish the cards with five of the gems
scattering them like stars. You could add a peel-off
greeting to the front or leave it blank as I have. 

Actual Size



On The Waves
By Sue Walters
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Stardream Paper: 
STD12PA4 Aquamarine and
STD28PA4 Lagoon.

Centura Paper: 
CNT122PA4 Turquoise and 
CNT133PA4 Teal.

Creative Paper: SR252P 
Old Veneer (optional).

Plain White Card Scraps.

Peel-Off Stickers: 
ZL473U-81 Dolphins, XL473U-02 Waves, 
XL500U-01 & -02 Lines, XL562U-01 Numbers, 
XL563U-01 Letters and XL809U-01 & -02 Letters.

Cocktail Sticks and Kebab Stick (or similar).

Thread: MEC06 Copper.

Card Mount: AP02M-83 Stardream Quartz.

TO MAKE THE CARD:

Cut a piece of stardream lagoon paper to 130mm 
x 170mm. Stick centrally onto the flap that will show
behind the aperture when the card is folded.

Trace the three wave shapes on the next page,
transfer them to the relevant colour paper as marked
and carefully cut them out. With the card opened 
out, add these three top waves to the background, in
numerical order, using the actual size photo on the
next page for positioning, then stick them in place.

Trace and cut two boat hulls from white card. Add
sticky fixers on the back of one of the hulls, placing
them at the left and right sides only, add a little 
double sided tape along the bottom and down the
centre, leave all the backings in place for now. 

You can fold (but not stick) the card for this next
step if it helps. Position the prepared hull on the
background using the photo as a guide and, once

you are happy, peel the backings
and stick it in place, press down 
the centre and bottom edge, the
sides will be raised on the pads. 

The lower waves go over the
front of the hull, which will be slip-
ped in place later, so these waves
are assembled then stuck to the
back of the aperture only. 

Trace and cut waves 4, 5 and 6
from the relevant papers as shown.
Place wave ‘4’ over the wave on the
actual size photo, the ends will be a
little long at each side to go behind
the aperture. Add wave ‘5’ sticking
it to ‘4’ where they overlap. 

Place these two joined waves
over your background in the card,
positioning them as shown, then

This little boat sailing along on
the waves is perfect for Father’s
Day or a Birthday. It would also
make a very sweet Valentine’s Day
card for the one you love.



Actual Size
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stick each end
and the lower
edge to the back
of the aperture 
to hold them 
in place. Stick 
the back panel
closed, using
sticky fixers be-
hind the top of 
the aperture to
add depth. 

Position wave
’6’ onto the front
of the card with
the right end in
line with the ap-
erture edge and
overlapping the
other waves as
shown. 

Stick the right
end of the wave
down and use sticky fixers along the rest of the wave,
making sure you don’t put any fixers too close to the
glued end or where it overlaps the hull. 

Stick a pair of (left facing)
glitter dolphins onto the silver

paper and cut out to the sticker edge. 

Sticky fix these to the end of the top wave as
shown. Peel a set of waves from the silver dolphin
sheet and stick onto the top wave to the right of the
dolphin pair then add two silver water droplets under
each of the dolphins as shown.

2. Aquamarine

3. Turquoise

1. Teal
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Trace the sails and cut one of each 
from the copper card, emboss lines
across these to add detail. Punch a
small hole at each point as shown
(EYE049 eyelet tools are good 
for small holes).

The mast needs to be about
100mm long and about 4mm
thick, a wooden kebab stick
or a jumbo match will work
well, painted silver. But 
my mast was made from
cocktail sticks and paper
as follows. 

Cut the pointed ends
from two standard cock-
tail sticks. Place them
next to each other, end
to end to make one
stick about 100mm long
then add a wind of tape
over the join, just to keep
them together.

Cut a piece of veneer paper
to 100mm x 25mm with the grain
going down the length, not across it.
Cover the back with double sided tape, place
the cocktail sticks onto the edge, line up the top
neatly and roll it up. It will now look like a nice thick
wooden stick. Dab the top with brown ink or use a
felt tipped pen.

Adding a dab of glue to the mast and crossbar 
before winding the copper thread each time will help
to keep it in place. The exact method of winding 
is not too important, just as long as it looks nicely
rigged, use the photo for more guidance. 

Start at the top, then once you have finished all 
the winding around the top of the pole, the right hand
sail can be glued to it for added stability. 

Then add the cross bar, gluing it to the mast
a few millimetres below the sail and continue
rigging the sails as shown, the ends of the
thread should be taped or glued to the
back of the sails, and the long threads
in the middle, and the ends of the
small lower loops will be stuck
onto the front of the back hull
piece when they are posi-
tioned, so leave them
long enough for
this.

Place the mast
and sails onto
the card, with the
mast tilted to the
left so it is upright
in comparison to
the hull. The long

thread to the right needs to be in front of the right
sail, and behind the point of the left one. The other
long thread goes behind everything as shown. 

The bottom left edge of the curved sail needs
to be roughly in line with the hull. Once you 

are happy with the position, firmly stick the
bottom of the mast to the hull and use

sticky fixers behind the sails.  

Hold the long threads so they are
taut, and firmly stick to the hull

(all the ends will be covered
later with the front hull). Take

the ends of the thread
from all the small loops 

at the bottom of the sails
and crossbar down into 
the hull, pulling them taut
in the directions shown,
and stick them in place,
these ends are easier to

work with if you keep them
fairly long, sticking them

lower down on the hull.

Go back to the second hull
saved earlier. Add a mix of gold 

and silver lines as shown on the actual 
size photo. Add the silver wording, which can be

changed to match the occasion, you could also use
the recipient’s name as an alternative. Add the gold
number and letter to the sail, again these can be
adapted to suit the occasion.

Place double-sided tape at each side and along
the bottom of the second hull and, tucking it behind
the waves, stick it over the hull already on the card
covering all the messy bits. The mast should hold it
away in the centre, but you can add a couple of fixer
pads near the mast 
too if needed.

5. Aquamarine

4.Turquoise
Actual Size

Actual Size

6. Lagoon
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Use two strands throughout. There are small differ-
ences between the single and mixed colour designs,
if you are making a single colour design (it doesn’t
have to be blue), follow the coloured chart for the
main part, making the changes mentioned below. 

Use the blue centre square of stitches instead 
of the green one. Make one stitch diagonally out 
from each corner of the square (shown green/blue 
on the chart). Make four sets of 4 stitches between
the yellow triangles shown blue with a white stitch.

Leave out one stitch in the purple section near
each outer corner (shown purple with a white stitch),
and one green stitch between the yellow triangles
(shown in green with a white stitch).

If you are working the coloured design, follow the
chart, leaving out all the white stitches on blue except

Square Stitches
By Christine Moses
MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Stitched On: 14 Count White Aida.

Stitch Count: Width 33 x Depth 33.

Stranded Cotton: Blue or Green, 
Mauve and Yellow.

Card: CRE02CA5 Dark Blue, CDC013S Duo Dotty.

Peel-Off Stickers: XL775U-02 Birthday, 
XL768U-02 Curl Corners and XL769U-02 Swags.

Card Mount: TW06D-LF-013 Corner Twist.

the four at the corners of the green square (shown
green and blue), which should be worked in green.

Trim the fabric one row of holes outside the stitch-
ing and mount onto a slightly larger, dark blue panel.
Cut an 80mm dotty card square, stick onto the front
of the twist card and add the design. 

Add a row of swags to the left edge of the panel
near the fold, trimming the ends to the card edges.
Add the birthday greeting below the work and a cor-
ner sticker onto the top corner of the back panel. 



A

Sporty Threads
By Pam Wheeler
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Metallic Threads: MEM03 Gold, MEM04 Silver,
MEM05 Red, MEM07 Blue, MEM09 Pewter,
MEC08 Black and MEC12 Pearl Yellow.

Peel-Off Stickers: ZL625U-54 Happy Birthday,
ZL649U-54 Rope Borders, ZL633U-54 2mm 
Borders and ZL726U-54 Star Corners.

Pricking Tool: PAP15.

Card Mount: DF01U-45 Hammer White.

TO MAKE THE CARD:

Trace all the dots for the design you are making, 
either tennis or badminton.

Place the tracing on the centre panel of the card
positioning as shown in the photo and ensuring the
net is horizontal , then tape it lightly in place. 

Place the open card on a pricking mat or a stack 
of old magazines and prick through all of the marked
dots before removing the tracing.

Tape the ends of the thread on the back of the 
card for all sections as you go along.

Both designs: Using pewter thread, bring the nee-
dle up at hole ‘A’ and work the diagonal stitch shown.
Continue across the net working all the stitches in the
same direction. Work back across the net, making
the first stitch as before, then for the next stitch (and
all the following stitches except the last one), weave
through the previous threads going over, then under,
then over, etc. Work the last stitch without weaving. 

Using two strands of black thread, make long
straight stitches for the support poles and the 
ropes holding the net. 

Tennis: Use two strands throughout and work the
stitch shown darker on the diagram first. Using silver
thread, weave the ‘strings’ for the tennis racquet in
the same way as the net. Outline the racquet in gold
backstitch, and the handle in red backstitch with
straight stitches going across to show the edges of
the handle tape. 

Stitching directly onto a double fold card gives a
handy cover for the back of the work. The overall
look is fresh and white, but it’s easy to add colour 
too with the ‘lawn tennis’ look on the next page.

Actual Size
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VARIATION:

The green hammer (CEM11A4) grass
court and white peel-off lines (XL500U-
08) give this design a more solid look.
To give you an idea of the tapering, the
outer white lines are 120mm wide at the
bottom and 98mm wide at the top.

Actual Size

Using yellow thread, work around the
tennis ball as for the badminton racquet
outline (see below), and backstitch the
inner lines. 

Badminton: Using platinum thread
work the strings for the racquet in the
same way as before. Outline the strings
using two strands of silver, coming up 
at the hole marked 1, go down at 3,
then back up at 2, down at 4 then back
up at 3 and down at 5. Work around in
this way until you get to the handle. Use
backstitch and long straight stitches for
the silver part of the handle, and two
strands of red for the taped end. 

Work the shuttlecock, use one strand
of silver to work the long straight
stitches first (shown darker red). Then
work the rest of the feathers in back-
stitch. Use two strands for the rest of
the shuttle. Work the two bands of
backstitch over the ends of the feathers
in silver. Work the two rows of blue in
backstitch, then the round part of the
shuttle in silver using the same outlining
as on the racquet.

You will need to make the tennis net a bit wider for this 
design. Trace one end and all the top and bottom dots, then
move the tracing along
to make 17 more dots.
Make sure the rows of
dots on your tracing still
line up with those on the
diagram, then trace the
extra dots and the pole
at the other end. 

The net is stitched in
a square grid style this
time using a black/silver
thread with a line of
black backstitch making
a thicker top to the net. 

I decided to have 
a slight re-design on
the racquet for this one, 
and repositioned it so
it faces the other way 
at the same time.



Card: STD08CA4 Sapphire, STD14CA5 Coral,
STD10CA5 Anthracite and COL159CA5 Red.

Black Card: CRE05CA5 Matt Finish and 
CH009A5 Gloss Finish.

Vivelle: VIV03A4 Black.

Holographic Vinyl: PZL00U-72 Silver.

Peel-Off Stickers: XL500U-01 Mixed Width
Straight Borders, XL751U-01 for Buttons and
Badges, XL237U-01 Epaulettes, XL563U-01 
Letters and XL170U-01 Swirls for Crown.

White Gel Pen and Fine Tip Black Pen.

Card Mount: SF08U-52 Popset White.

Sentry Box
By Sarah Lakin
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

TO MAKE THE CARD:

Fold the card blank and trim 20mm from the open
edge, going through both layers, to make it narrower.
Save the waste pieces to use later. Trace the sentry
box, roof and two separate pillars from the diagram
on the next page. Transfer these four pieces to an-
thracite card and cut them out. 

Place (but don’t stick) the box centrally over the
card blank (it’s just a tiny bit wider than the trimmed
card, so no white shows at the edges). Align the bot-
tom edges then add the roof with the top point about
3mm down from the top edge (it will overlap the box
a little). Mark the two top sloping edges of the roof
onto the card. Remove the pieces then trim the top 
of the card to shape going through both panels.

Sticky fix the box onto the card, then sticky fix the
roof in place, overlapping the top of the box by a
couple of millimetres. Add the straight borders to the
roof and the separate pillars using the main photo 
for guidance (this photo is also approximately actual
size) then stick the pillars into place.

Note: You can use a double stack of fixers to bring
the roof forward, and sticky fix the pillars for extra
depth if you like, but you would need to present the
card in a box (BOX46-BASE & BOX46-LID), rather
than an envelope. 

Make the crown by placing two swirls, as shown,
and adding a little straight border between and below
them with a dot on top. Put the card aside while you
make the guard.

Trace the various guard parts and transfer them to
the relevant colour card. Note: The boots are made

from glossy black card, all other black parts are matt.
Cut the hat from matt black card initially (ignore the
inner lines), then see further instructions later. The
belt is cut from the waste bit of card saved earlier. 

Before assembling, use a gel pen to add white
lines to the jacket, cuffs, epaulettes and collar. Fill in
with white on the two cuff button pieces as shown. 

Assemble the guard over the picture to ensure the
correct position of all the small pieces, and the way
they overlap each other, use glue or double sided
tape throughout.
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Place the matt black head (1) onto the picture, add
the neck (2), then the face (3) over this. Add the facial
features using black pen and then make a chin strap
from the narrowest gold border, taking the ends onto
the hat to help hold it firmly in place. Now take a
small piece of vivelle and cut away the bottom for the
face, see inner lines (1). Stick the vivelle over the hat,
covering the top of the head and ends of the chin
strap. Turn over and trim the vivelle to the hat edges.

Replace the assembled head over the picture and
add the collar (4), then the jacket (5), then add all the

detail pieces (6 to 9) to the jacket in numerical order.
Stick the hands (10) behind the sleeves. Add the
boots (11) behind the trousers (12) then stick these
behind the jacket.

Make the rifle (13 to 16) from anthracite card. Draw
a black line along the centre of the middle piece (15).
Add the holographic bayonet (17). Tuck the end of
the rifle under his sleeve and make sure the top sits
nicely against his shoulder before sticking it in place.
Add all the sticker trimming bits to his uniform then
sticky fix him into the sentry box to complete.

Actual Size



MATERIALS REQUIRED:

x4

and trim to make the saloon door top, cutting
through both layers. This will be the right hand door,
do the same with the other sheet of veneer card, but
align the pieces to the left and reverse the curved line
to make the left hand door.

Score and fold each door along the single/double
edge (see arrow), then stick them to the back of the
black card (one each side) using strong glue or extra
tacky tape (ADH43). 

Cut or punch four 15mm circles and a 12mm x
35mm strip from silver mirri. Fold the strip along the
centre so it’s 6mm wide and make up the clasp as
shown (below), with a dot both sides of the straight
piece to hide the ends. Cut away the circles at the
lower end as shown to make the hook and punch a

small hole in the centre of the round end. 

Close the doors (see picture on the last
page). Place the clasp centrally across the

join at about 125mm
from the bottom
edge. Mark through
the punched hole,
and at about the cen-

tre of the cut circle at
the other end then cut
a slot on each mark.

Push a brad through
the round end of the
clasp, then through
the left hand door,

opening the ends out

Dad’s Dartboard
By Sadie Deamer
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TO MAKE THE CARD:

Trim 14mm from the side of one A4 sheet of black
card so it measures 196mm x 297mm, this will form
the back panel of the card.

Cut a 100mm wide x 297mm long strip from one
side of one of the veneer sheets. Place the slightly
wider (110mm x 297mm) piece face down, and stick
the 100mm piece face up on top, aligned to the right
(see below). Transfer the curved line onto the card,

Card: CRE05CA4 x 2 Black 
(1 is for the card mount).

Paper: COL159PA5 Bright Red
and MIR02PA5 Silver Mirri.

Creative Card: CRC252P x 2 
Old Veneer.

Glitter Board: GB05A5 Red 
and GB06A5 Green.

Sticky Backed Vivelle: VIV03A4
Black, VIV04A4 Cream, VIV12A5
Green and VIV19A5 Red.

Peel-Off Stickers: 
XL562U-08 Numbers, 
XL563U-08 Letters, XL793U-08
Dotty Borders and ZL794U-42
Large Numbers.

Flex Marker: FXO727 Caramel.

Screw Brads: BRD170.

Paper Punches: PPW530 15mm and PPU174
6mm Plier Style.
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Actual Size

on the
back.
Push an-
other brad
through the slot
in the right hand
door, leave it a little
loose when you open out
the brad ends, so the hook has
space to fit into the gap.

Cut two 85mm x 206mm black panels and sticky
fix one to the inside of each door leaving an even
border at the bottom and sides. These will cover the
ends of the brads on the back of the doors.

Trace the outer circle of the dartboard (or make a
184mm circle onto any paper). Cut a piece of black
vivelle to about 190mm square, stick the tracing onto
the back of it and cut out to the circle line. 

Trace the dartboard (except for the black numbers).
Cut away the triangular cream sections including the
green pieces to make a paper template, it will now
look like the small diagram (right). 

Place this paper template on the back of the 
cream vivelle, lightly tape in place and mark the
empty segments onto the vivelle backing. Remove
the paper template carefully as you will need to use 
it again later. 

Cut
out all the

marked sec-
tions, and you

will now have ten
cream triangular

shaped pieces. 

Place the paper template
over the front of the black vivelle 

circle and lightly tape it in place, making sure
you don’t put any tape over the empty sections. 

Peel the backing from the cream pieces and stick
each one onto the black circle, positioning them
carefully through the holes in the template. Keep the
template in place.

Trace one large and
one small red or green
segment, transfer
each shape to a
spare piece of card
and use these as
templates to draw
around. 

Place the tem-
plates in turn onto
the back of the green
and red vivelle, and draw



Hingearound them to make ten of
each size in each colour,
then cut them out.

Starting with the green pieces,
place the smaller ones for the inner

circle onto the cream sections, posi-
tioning them carefully between the lines
on the template. Next add the outer circle
of green pieces, fitting them into the gaps
in the template for alignment.

Carefully remove the template and add
the red pieces on top of the black seg-
ments, the green pieces already in place
will give you their positions.

Punch a large circle from green viv-
elle and a small one from red. Stick the
green onto the centre of the dartboard,
tucking nicely between the ends of the

cream triangular shapes. Add the red
bullseye on top.

Place the dartboard with a black segment at the
top centre, as the diagram shows. Trim your paper
template along the circle line that sits just under the
numbers, and place it over the dartboard aligning
carefully on the segments as before. 

Add the numbers in the order and positions shown,
I’ve given you a little centre mark for each number 
to help with this too. Once the numbers are done, 
remove the paper template for the last time.
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Trace and transfer all the pieces from the diagram
above. The light grey pieces are silver mirri paper,
and the dark grey piece is black card. It could be
easier to cut the tip of the dart freehand, or you could
use a piece of wire instead. You will need two of all
the dart pieces, and five hinge pieces (don’t trace 
the curved line), punch a small hole in each hinge
where shown.

Stick one of the hinges at the top centre of the
dartboard on the back, the curved line shows where
it should sit against the circle, then push a screw
brad through the punched hole. Use two layers of
sticky fixers to mount the dartboard onto the centre
panel of the card about 20mm from the bottom edge.

Matt the red card onto the green glitter board to
make the wording panel. Add the letters then stick
the panel in place about 20mm from the top edge.

Using the diagram top left, assemble the two darts.
Fold the green pieces along what would be the centre
line and stick one to each dart. Stick the darts to the
card, one each side of the dartboard as shown. Add
all the lettering and dotty borders inside the card.

Add a brad through each hinge piece folding the
ends to the back and turning them if necessary 
so the ends don’t show. Close the doors and stick 
the hinges in place as shown (below left). 

Actual Size
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Left: June Beard, 
South Staffordshire.
This card has been adapted from 
a flat print out to make a stylised
découpage design of a cat in a
flower.

Above: Eileen James, 
West Midlands.
A CD makes the focal point for this card,
topped with music themed accessories
and placed on laminated sheet music and
a piece of music printed onto tracing
paper then edged with peel-off stickers.

Below: Kate Earle, 
East Yorkshire.
Made with a display fold, this card
uses cut out shapes and peel-off
stickers on the outside, while the
inside is lined with scrapbook
paper. A die-cut table is combined
with Mirri card ovals to make a
vanity table.

Below: Dawn French, North Yorkshire.
I made this card using small squares of
lilac scrapbook papers, wrapped with or-
ganza ribbon. The main feature is a pretty
glittered panel layered onto lilac Centura.

Above: Susan Gahan, France.
Simple but effective, this card uses multi-
ple layers of peel-off stickers, coloured in
places with pen, and presented on acetate
over a panel frame.

Above: Sonia Dewell, Essex.
A quick and simple card with three fine
peel-off sticker lines to create stems, held
together with a bow in the corner. The
stems are decorated with a varied selec-
tion of paper punched flowers.

Left: Mareth Allison, Renfrewshire.
I made this design using a corner twist
card and an assortment of glitter and plain
peel-off stickers.
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Above: Annette Humphries, Mid Glamorgan.
This card features a stamped image, coloured 
with Pro-Marker pens, and finished with a die-cut
banner in the corner.

Above (Cover) & Right (Inside):
Pauline Demeza, Essex.
I used a series of cards and a corner rounder to
create a book style card. I decorated the pages
using the Sally Moret collection of papers and die-
cuts, finishing with wording and spiral peel-offs.

Below: Susan Gill, Hertfordshire.
A ‘new home’ card with paper-punched flowers
and leaves along either side. The door is a piece 
of embossed card with a peel-off sticker letter box
and details, topped with a swag and greeting.

Left: Susan James,
Kent.
I took a white hemp
embossed card and
folded the front for-
ward along the centre,
mounting a die-cut
topper on the fold. 
I also added two 
oblong toppers and
corner swags, along
with a ‘get well soon’
peel-off and some 
orange card circles.

Below: Joyce McBain,
Cheshire.
The front panel of the
card has been cut 
to the tea cup shape
and covered with
coloured card, before
being decorated with
floral fabric ribbon.
The back panel has
been covered so the
words show through
the front.

Left: Joy Ginger,
Buckinghamshire.
The pressed flowers add a natural look
to this ‘sweet sixteen’ card which has
been finished with a silver peel-off
shopper holding a small bouquet of
pressed flowers.
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Above: Phrynette Morrison, Wiltshire.
A stepper card decorated for a birthday. The
main panel is covered by a printed panel and
blue tartan scrapbook paper. The smaller steps
are decorated with further panels and a tyre.

Left: Lorraine Scate, 
North Yorkshire.
This design is made using rubber stamps
on a hemp cream card, cut out and col-
oured letters and shapes. It is finished with
fabric and a “Happy Birthday” greeting.

Left: Christine Seed, Yorkshire.
With a background of blue coloured card
cut on the AdvantEdge system, two die-
cut shapes are arranged around a printed
out phrase. The card is finished with a
pale satin ribbon.

Above Right:
Judy Porter, Yorkshire.
The card is covered with black and white
gingham paper. A printed tag is placed
alongside peel-off wording. Buttons which
match the label are in opposite corners. 

Above: Santina Wager, Suffolk.
This card is made using die-cut shapes on
matching backing card. It’s finished with
peel-off stickers spelling “Sweet Sixteen”. 

Right: Chin Whybrew, Gloucestershire.
A playing card design made from white
card and then mounted on a red panel.
Decorated with red ink lettering and peel-
off sticker balloons.

Below: Kate Gannon, Portugal.
Bright and cheerful this card uses 
a découpage basket of flowers on a
scalloped yellow panel. The panel is
threaded with ribbon and finished
with butterfly peel-offs and corner
adornments.
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